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1.   INTRODUCTION BENIFITS IN HOROSCOPE 

Kendram is the 1st - 4th - 7th - 10th houses. The first is the Laknam center, the second is the square center, the third is the 

sound center, and the fourth is the decimal center. Among these are Kendrapati Yoga Tosha, PanchamakaPurusha Yoga, 

Dikpala and the benefits of the twelve Lucknow Kendra positions. The word "Kendra" is derived from the word 

"Indira" . In PanniruLaknath, Udayam is called Karpalan, 4th sign is called Underworld  Half Benefit, 7th sign is called 

Sunset, 10 bhava, it is said in astrology that the peak of sign is the full benefit. In a horoscope, the planet closest to the 

kendra sgin sputum can be experienced in many horoscopes to have a greater impact on that horoscope. The kendra which 

can be like four pillars for a horoscope is called Vishnu place. The purpose of this article is to illustrate the benefits of 

these four kendras. 

2.   LLAKNA KENDRAS  

1st sign: Body color is the place where one is responsible for the beauty, wealth, the nature of the blood in the body, the 

head, which attracts others. Only if the foundation is strong will the building be stable for years to come. Similarly, only if 

Laknam is strong will you get yoga and longevity to enjoy everything laknam. Kendra and its lordship should be strong 

enough to have wealth alone to enjoy the comforts of life. Mercury, jupiter here two planets from Mercury naturally 

auspicious place in lakna kendram being the sit at lakna kendra in good condition,  5 - 7 – 9 th positions, will be brighting 

and  gives the good results. For example , by looking at the 7th house, the loving wife gives a good home life. 

Sathurtha kendra : residence home, business, mother and father's relationship, relatives of the state, higher education, 

vehicle, home, going auspicious events, fame, treasure, milk, cows, god’s grace, mission, dreams, drugs, power can be 

determined from the forth house. Knowing the 4th sign and the power of Mercury, one can tell how one's education and 

higher education will be. Knowing the 4th sign and the strength of Venus, one can know the status of one's vehicle yoga 

and gold abarnam wealthness. 4th Knowing sign and the power of Mars one can know one's immovable property, house, 

land, garden, farm houses. Here the two planets Moon and Venus naturally strengthen. The parents will be of high status 

and financial status when the auspicious waxing moon for Lakna sits with favorable asteroids on the 4th house Marriage 

at the right age. 

Sabthama kendra : The 7th place called SaptamaKendram is the place where marriage is celebrated. It is a sign to tell 

men about the wife and women about the husband. The 7th kendra is responsible for the duration of the marriage, the life 

of the wife, the husband, the environment, the joint venture, the happiness and happiness of the marriage, the prestige, 

rank, position, and honor bestowed by the government . Here Saturn is the auspicious sign for Saturn which naturally 

strengthens and when it sits at 7th house it will be a strong career rival to have good employees, to be a good skilled 

worker and to get a high position in the company, even if it affects the marriage.              
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Dhasama kendra :  "Occupation of a male laksanam" will say. Working with the industry, the huge profits, fame, 

promotion, promotion, public prestige, title, position, and the government yoga, worshipers, the interest in food, tasty 

food availability , the decimal kentiramenum the 10 - th place. The dhasama kendra is called by many names such as 

career, karumam, place of life. This place is the highest place in one's horoscope. It is this dhasama kendra point where 

one can clearly confirm the life of the horoscope by keeping this signful power, whether it is public service, private sector, 

self employment, mercenary. Here the two planets Sun and Mars naturally strengthen. Achieving good opportunities in 

career and life and gaining positions of power in Lakna, when the auspicious sun sits on the 10th , such an 

organization will be able to flood the challenges of career and life when sitting in Lucknow on Tuesday, will be a lion's 

share to the rivals. He who can continue to fight will not leave without reaping the fruits of victory in it.               

Lakna Kendra kirakattaivita auspicious ruler 4 th house ruler Supakirakamum, 7 - the ruler Supakirakamum, 7 - the ruler 

than Supakirakirakattai 10 - the overlord will Supakirakamum greater evils. Kirakattaivitalakna testicles as well as 

strategic ruler 4 - the ruler planet testicles, 7 - the ruler planet testicles, 7 - the ruler kirakirakattai testicles than 10 - the 

ruler of additional benefits will the planet testicles. The planets of sin are also called the planets of cruelty. Planetary 

inequality exists even in the fault of centralism. That is, kendra  Mercury, with its auspicious planets, will do more harm 

than good. Guru and Venus will do more harm than good that mercury.     

In kendra signs the negative planets are special in gaining strength. That house is twenty special without being the planet's 

own house when the auspicious planets sit in the kendra signs. This is because there is a central flaw and an impediment 

to achieving good results. That is, if the natural auspicious planets Guru Venus Mercury and the waxing moon become the 

lords of Lakna's centers and are located in other centers of Lakna, then that planet will become the lord of evil and destroy 

that sin and the dominance of the planets belonging to it. 

3.   KENDRA AND DHIK BALA 

Lakna kendra  jupiter and  mercury will ensure full benefits, 4 sathurththa kendra moon and venus will give full 

benefits,   7 th sabthama kendra saturn, Rahu, Ketu will give perfect results, the 10 th dhasama kendra  Sun, Mars will 

give perfect results. 

Research and benifits: 

If the human zodiac sign is Lakna, the water zodiac is the 4th sign, the Palakal zodiac is the 7th sign and the animal 

zodiac is the 10th sign, then those signs are very strong. The zodiac signs can be divided into human zodiac (two-legged 

zodiac), animal zodiac (four-legged), multi-legged zodiac and water zodiac according to the legs of the figure they have. 

Human zodiac sign (bipolr Zodiac) : Gemini, Virgo, Libra, Aquarius, first half of Sagittarius.  

Water Zodiac signs: Cancer, Pisces, second half of Capricorn. 

Polygamy: Scorpio, Cancer. 

Animal Zodiac signs (Aquarius Zosiac : Aries, Taurus, Leo, Second Half of Sagittarius & First Half of Capricorn. 

Description: 1st sign is human zodiac; 4th sign water zodiac; 7th sign polygonal zodiac; 10th sign animal zodiac gives 

kendra strength based on this. According to the above rules, if you look at the twelve lakna kendras. Aries present in 

lakna 4 th bhavas Poor Cancer Watery sign, A 10 Sign Capricorn for the first half of the zodiac, and Taurus present in 

lakna  7 the sign Scorpio plug the zodiac, and Gemini present in lakna  The sign of human Virgo and Cancer present in 

lakna  10 th bhava Poor Aries animal zodiac and LEO present in lakna  10 th bhava Poor Taurus animal zodiac and 

Virgin present in lakna  kendra Poor virgin human Virgo and libra present in lakna   kendra  Poor libra human zodiac 

and 4 th sign Capricorn for the first half of the water sign and Scorpio present in lakna  10 th bhava Poor Taurus animal 

zodiac and Sagittarius present in lakna  kendra Poor Sagittarius affect the human zodiac and 4 th sign Pisces water sign 

and Capricorn present in lakna  no palamakata because the seventh pavakam Cancer plug the zodiac 

setup,  Aquarius present in lakna  kendra Poor virgin human Virgo and Pisces present in lakna  10 th bhava 

Poor Sagittarius half animal zodiac and he is in this sector becomes stronger when he become a the princes navamsha 

chart negative planets at the peak, have undergone If so, the greatest yoga for the horoscope will give benefits in that 

signful state.                  
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4.   CONCLUSION 

Gemini, Virgo, Libra, Sagittarius, Aquarius, one of which is Lakkinam and Mercury or jupiter is sitting there, 

Aries. Libra, Sagittarius, if one of these is in Lakkinam and the Moon or Venus is in 4, Taurus and Capricorn are in 

Lakkinam and Saturn is in 7 and Aries, Cancer, Leo, Scorpio and Pisces are in Lakkinam and the 10th is Sun or Mars. It 

will be the greatest yoga with dhik force for the innocent karakas. Due to this kendras force, the horoscopes of those who 

receive this central sinful system for life, DasaBuddhi benefits, Raja Yoga, etc., get the benefit of yoga.              
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